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About This Game

Tower Stacker is a game that will measure your skills facing great challenges.
This game follows the mechanics of the typical Stacker game, and is traditional, so it also has the same operation.

You will have a series of "building slices" that will move through the base of the building, and when clickes will settle on it,
making the highlight of the building is eliminated.

It may seem a simple and very easy game, but in reality it is very difficult, for several reasons:

-The slices move really fast, and its speed increases as time goes on, and there may be changes in your pace that you have to
watch out for if you do not want to lose a lot of space.

-The errors are penalized a lot, first because they eliminate surface and increase the difficulty, and second because an error can
be nervous or deconcentrarte and make you commit a second consecutive error, the game is too fast to stop thinking about the

mistakes!

Of course, the game ends when you run out of surface, not before, since the game itself has no end, perfect to try to surpass
yourself!
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The Next Door is really weird game based on puzzles. Game is a bit short but its enough. Next Door is mind bending
environment and average not too hard puzzle game. Game progression is very simple based on going from doors to doors. Entire
game is made with interesting 3D graphics. Try the free demo, I did and then bought the game.

A truly immersive little game that made me want to reach out and pick up the characters. There is something quite Lego about
the cute style & levels, Skylanders in the gameplay and a good old RPG collect, upgrade and progress mechanic. The actions
feel accurate, the head tracking aimed ballista mini game is a great way to introduce the mechanic and I like the way thee
difficulty ramps up in the next level.

With the standard seated (Rift) 'blink' movement controls I found the VR sense great, the alternative 'always follow' mode gave
me motion sickness in the first couple of seconds - I switched back and all was fine again.

We've tried quite a few of the early VR experiences and they tend to be quite short, this seems to have a fair bit more content
even in Early Access.

The developer is highly responsive in the community pages too should you run into any problems. Good job so far.

I'll update this review as we play more of the game from both adult and younger player perspectives.. Anyone that's a fan of a
good murder mystery needs to pick this game up stat! The game's entire concept and storyline is based on the premise that
"Truth is a matter of perspective". The story is full of twists, OMG moments, and a scientific "what if?" that will have you
thinking well beyond the end of the game - all of these ingredients make for an incredibly immersive experience.

The game's design is excellent. They went to extraordinary efforts to make you feel like you are truly exploring Tesla's mansion.
The voice acting, sound design, and score is top notch. The only drawback is in the graphics department
 - the resolution can be a little blurry at times. Another area where I felt things could improve is in the controls - they could be a
little more intuitive. For example, resuming the game the first time can seem a little confusing - I wasn't aware that I was
supposed to pick up my old ticket and feed it into the machine to resume the game where I left off. And flipping the pages of
the diary, took me a while to figure out. Other than these minor issues, the game is superb.

When you get through the game, and view the storyline through each character's perspective, you will understand the developer's
intentions - To teach us to be open minded and more accepting of different perspectives; For what we believe to be true may be
the farthest thing from reality.. Can't say i hate this game, but as i decided to skip the tutorial to go back to the main menue to
test something i ended up permantly disable the tutorial with no ways of turning it back on.I some how still figured out how to
play after losing some villagers, seemed okay but nothing special, just wave after wave of enemies and wolves?

For some reason a woman is burned as a witch out of fear as she for some reason want to bring back a child from the dead, this
results in the husban of the witch to some how bring the dead wife back alive by the sacrifice of another woman?Then for some
reason the dead witch decide to raise her dead child back to life, oh and destroy the people who live in the towns as revenge
because why not?

Tho weak she easily get revenge on the guy in charge and the reason she was burned as a witch but she won't stop there as she
seek to destory everyone and it is your job to prevent that from happening by gathering the limited resources on each level and
make traps to stop the waves of undead!Oh and animals?
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As i missed the tutorial because i was trying to understand a crash error i got when i first booted up the game, i ended up in the
dark as to what does what, as there really is zero information about how to do anything.The lack of an interface does not help as
you are left to guess what buttons to press to build the right traps, some of the more expensive traps seem to do nothing unless
you tap them with the mouse witch is nothing but a hassel to me.The basic traps seem to be allot better to spend resources on
then the more expensive supposedly better traps you can research.I quickly lost interest during my first level and ended up
waiting for the first level to end.

The lack of options is not really a big deal to me but it might for allot of other people,but it still would have been nice with
proper options in the settings as this game defintly could have used it.So tho not a horrible game, it is a very slow and boring
game that i do not recommend people to buy.
. Haven't played much yet, but for 5 bucks it's really worth it. Controller support would be nice though.. I was initially excited
by this game, but cannot recommend it as it is seriously flawed.

The main issue is that the economy of the game is completely screwed. Your citizens demand "goods" and your armies demand
"arms", but you'll find it impossible to meet your nation's needs in these areas and while you can earn cash from exporting food,
coal, and oil, I've never actually see any country export either arms, or goods, which means that international trade is largely
pointless.

Cash in this game is useless. While you are penalised for running a deficit, you gain no benefit from running a surplus and all
that additional money is useless, because you can't use it to buy the things that you need, namely arms and goods. As the US, I
had over 20 billion dollars in cash and literally nothing to spend it on, because nobody on the whole damned planet was selling
what I needed. While you can research new technologies, you need to devote city production to this, which means that you are
once more behind with your production of arms and goods. There also seems to be no way to share technology between
countries, so each country is left having to reinvent the wheel.

Alliances are useless, as you can't actually co-ordinate your attacks between nations. Forget D-Day landings, where the US,
Canada, UK and other countries invade. You'll invade, while the other countries will sit around watching your forces either win,
or die.

The tactical aspects of this game are bland. As the US, I simply pooled all of my ships into one fleet and sailed right into
Japanese waters. After destroying the Japanese fleet that were deployed in a piecemeal fashion, I simply landed my armies on
the Japanese mainland, thereby bypassing the "island hopping" campaign of the US historically used to gradually claw their way
within range of the Japanese home islands.

Also, given that aircraft carriers can see into adjacent squares and detect all ships there, forget the idea of the Japanese
launching a surprise attack on Pearl Harbour.

Finally, the manual is awful, the in game tips are pointless and there are almost no online guides, which is both disappointing
and surprising, given how old this game is. By way of example, it took me ages to figure out how to repair damaged ships. This
is done by putting them into port and changing the city production to repairing ships, but the in game tooltip just says that the
ships need to be put into port.

While this game pretends to mimic aspects of WWII, it fails on far too many levels to be an enjoyable experience.
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Fun game can beat it in about 3 hours if you're just doing the main missions, gets a little repetitive. Might be one of those game
you only buy on sale but a good game (also dammm that voice acting). Great Game but....

Cons:
Zero optimization for PC or Controllers.
Cant get Steam Controller to work.
No Grafik option
Fullscreen only works on Steam Big Picture Mode

Pros:
The Game itself seems to run fluid but cant tell how far cause i had other problems to play it.

Addional Info:
I made it work on my noname psx Controller somehow. 2 other Controllers didnt worked.
When i try to configure Controller ingame, the game crash.
No matter which Controller template i try in big picture mode i cant get steam controller to work besides directional buttons.

After one of 3 Controller worked it still was very bad input and controller often did things on his own in this game. Not rly
playable like this atm.

I gladly like to upvote the game asoon the controller is configurable and working without any input problems.
Making the game working in fullscreen without the workaround shouldnt be too hard ether.
Any kind of grafical options like smooth grafic would be nice too.. This is your standard "match3" game (moving tile to align
3+ tiles-kind) - made with Unity.

Game play wise, it's very similar to Treasures Of Montezuma (TOM) serie, where you can match in succession the same color
and it would trigger a bonus (additional time, fireball, lightning, etc.). The "story" isn't that grand, however. Neither is the
number of upgrades - compared to TOM.

There are in-game achievements (quite challenging, for some of them).

Strangely, this game suffer the same issue as in TOM - albeit not as systematically - if you're too fast at matching, it won't be
recognized as two matches in succession for the color bonus ...

Last, there are 3 levels of difficulty. The most difficult one (don't remember the name) is REALLY VERY difficult with almost
impossible odds to overcome. Expect a LOT of replay there.

I'm playing on Win7 64bit without any problem.. My biggest complaint is that the hit boxes are too big, leading to me going to
screens I wasn't aiming for, and accidentally triggering things I hadn't even intended. I guess that's why it's only a few dollars.. It
might not be very long, or full of many - or any - new ideas, but I thoroughly enjoyed this from start to finish. It's definitely one
of those games where having a crap memory is great - I can play it again in a short while and it'll be like new again ;). It
definitely doesn't take itself too seriously, the story is a little weird to say the least, but it controls well, doesn't look too bad and
left me wanting more. Definitely recommend.. Ugh. This is just an excuse for cheevos. Don't expect to really learn anything
here. Yeah, you get multiple choice questions. The questions are always in the same order. There's no real attempt to educate.
It's janky and cheap, like the rest of the JQ Just Questions games. At least they're honest about it.. This is a great retro game.
GOTY 2017 on C64! *recommended*
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